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To all whom it may concern: 
Be it known that RoBERT LEOPOLD BEN 

DALL, residing at “Scarborough.” Richmond 
Wood Road, Bournemouth, Hampshire, 
England, has invented certain new and use 
ful Improvements in Walls, of which the 
following is a specification. 
This invention relates to the construction 

of walls and other building structures and 
to tiles or facing plates for use therein. 
According to my invention the wall or 

structure is mainly composed of concrete 
with a tiled facing and a backing of slabs 
or plates of cement clinker breeze or other 
suitable material; ties of metal being ar 
ranged between the tiles and backing to keep 
the structure in shape while the concrete 
filling, or reinforcement-when such is 
used-and concrete is being inserted be 
tween the tiles and backing and to give ad 
ditional strength to the complete structure. 
The tiles will be preferably of rectangular 

shape and may be connected one to the other 
by dowel pins or strips or by interengaging 
or overlapping edges or parts, or by both 
methods. - . 

The tiles when erected, to a suitable length and height, preparatory to filling in the con 
crete, will be supported in position, prefer 
ably by means of horizontal metal rods, 
straps or bars having their ends bent or 
formed to engage the tiles on the one hand 
and the clinker slabs or other backing on the 
other. For this purpose the bent front end 
of a rod may pass into or through a hole or 
recess formed in the tile or in a projecting 
rib or lug thereon, while its rear bent end 
may be inserted in a hole in the upper or 
lower edge or enter horizontally the oppo 
site breeze slab or other block, or may be 
pointed and driven therein thus forming a 
rigid front and back framing to receive the 
concrete or other filling. 
When the tile is provided with a web or 

rib on its rear face it is preferably provided 
near the bottom edge, and parallel thereto, 
so that the tile can rest by means of this rib 
on the upper surface of the tile below it. 
Furthermore, the bent end of the trans 
verse supporting rod when passed through 
the hole in the rib may extend up or down 
and against the rear of the upper part of 
the tile below, thus locking the two securely 
together. 

In a modified arrangement in order to Sup 
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port the tiles in position I make a hole or slot 
Or holes or slots in the ribs or lugs through 
which securing rods or strips of metal may ex 
tend either in a horizontal or longitudinal 
manner. These Securing means are preferably 
of Spring material, or are so shaped as to 
have a spring action, so that when passed 
through the passage or passages in the rib, 
their upper and lower parts may press re 
spectively against the back of the upper 
and lower tiles. 
I prefer to make these securing members 

out of strip metal somewhat of an or J 
shape, the vertical part of the member en 
gaging the back of the tiles, and the out 
Wardly bent portion extending rearwardly 
from the back of the tiles so as to become 
embedded in the concrete filling when ap 
plied. 
plates and tiles when placed in position be 
fore filling in with the concrete, in correct 
parallelism, connect them by means of 
distance rods or strips which may be sepa 
rate from or part of the securing members 
previously referred to. These distance 
pieces also act as reinforcement after the 
concrete has been applied. A suitable form 
of distance piece consists of a bent wire 
having one end engaging a hole or pin on 
the upper edge of the backing slab while its 
forward edge is bent at right angles to en 
gage either in a hole or slot in the back of 
the tile, or between the metal tie securing 
and connecting member and the back of the 
tile. I may also use wire or strip metal run 
ning parallel along the back of the tiles. So 
as to intersect with the metal ties, or slips, 
thus reducing the distance pieces or metal 
ties to a minimum. 
Where the tiles break joint may use thin 

pieces of metal or other material, to allow 
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In order to maintain the backing 
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one metal clip projecting from the lug to 
lock several tiles immediately underneath 
the uppermost tille. . 
While prefer to form the securing mem 

bers so that their free ends project into the 
space to be subsequently filled in with con 
crete, I may if desired, make them of sim 
ple strips of springy metal preferably bent 
into a slight curve so as to increase their 
locking action upon the tiles to be connected 
together. 

in a modified form of my invention, in 
stead of constructing or arranging the super 
posed series of tiles so that the lower edge 
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2. 
of one series overlaps the upper edge of the 
series below, I may butt them one against the 
other, so as to produce a plain or flat outer 
surface, their edges may have slots to receive 

5 the ends of specially shaped transverse bars, 
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Or they may be recessed to an extent equal to 
half the thickness of the tile, and adjacent 
tiles fitted together to produce a plain un 
broken outer surface. 
The adjacent edges of adjacent tiles can 

be tied or dowelled together. The cross ties 
in such cases may consist of metal strips 
each having a hole at its forward end which 
is engaged by one of the dowel pins connect 
ing to adjacent tiles while its rear end is 
suitably connected to the breeze slab walling 
or other backing. : 

In this way I am able to construct in a 
quick and economical manner a wall or like 
structure of considerable strength and pleas 
ing appearance, mainly of concrete without 
the use of the usual shuttering. 

in building the wall the tiles and backing 
blocks, or plates are assembled in position, at 
the desired distance apart, to a height of 
say two feet and concrete is then filled into 
the cavity, between the tiles and backing. 
When this is set another section is built upon 
the lower section, filled with concrete and so 
on to the height required. 
The invention will now be described in 

connection with two examples thereof illus 
trated in the accompanying drawings in 
which :- 

Figure 1 is a transverse section of a con 
struction according to the present invention, 

Figure 2 is a horizontal section of the 
same, 

Figure 3 shows a vertical section of the 
wall with a modified form of tie rod, I Figure 4 is a fragmentary Sectional per 
spective view of a wall structure showing a 
further modified form of tie, ,, ? ??? , , 

Figure 5 is an interior face view of a por 
tion of the tiles, . . . 

Figure 6 is a horizontal section through 
the wall structure shown in Figure 4, 

50 

Figure 7 is a fragmentary detail perspec 
tive view showing a modified form of tile to 
gether with a still further modified form of 
tie, - 

Figure 8 is a fragmentary vertical section. 
showing a form of connection between the 
tie rod and the tiles, and . ? 

Figure.9 is a similar view showing a fur 
ther modification. Referring first to the walling system or 
construction illustrated in Figures 1 and 2, 
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as the main object of the invention is to pro 
vide a cheap form of Walling with a tile 
facing, but of substantial construction, I 
form or build up a rear backing e of slabs 
of suitable material, for instance, cement 
breeze to a suitable height and length, this 
backing being arranged parallel to the tile 

embedded in the concrete filling. per vertical portion 
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facing which is then erected at any distance 
desired therefrom. The front of the Wall 
or structure consists of a series of super posed tiles a, one tile being supported on 
the top edge of the tile below it by means 
of a horizontal ribb formed integrally with 
the tile. Laterally the tiles may be connect 
ed by means of dowel pins 6 in one tile en 
gaging in holes d in the adjacent tiles. The 
various horizontal séries of tiles are pref 
erably arranged so as to break joint. The 
tops of the horizontal series of slabs are 
preferably, but not essentially on a level 
with the tops of the corresponding series of 
tiles. The space between the vertical tile. 
structure and the vertical slab structure is 
filled in With concrete h. 

In order to maintain the two structures 
vertical and in correct position during the 
charging in of the concrete and also to 
strengthen or reinforce the finished walling, 
I connect the front and rear by means of 
steel tie rods, strips or bars f. For that 
purpose I form a holeg in the ribbon the 
back of each tile, in which i insert the bent 
end of a metal rod f, the rod extending 
downwards and lying against the back of 
the top part of the tile below. In this way 
the two tiles are firmly clamped together, 
while the other end of the rod f is bent and 
inserted in a hole, in, or driven into the top 
of the corresponding slab of the backing the 
rod thus acting as a connecting tie and dis 
tance piece between the tiles and backing. 
In the modified form of tie shown in the 
upper part of Figure 1, the cross tie fat its 
forward end, is bent downwards and then upwards, the upturned end passing through 
the hole g in one tile and bearing against 

05 the top of the back of the tile below. I 
In the example shown, the top of each 

tile is chamfered off so as to be clear of the 
hole in the rib of the tile above it, but by 
making the rib deeper the tile could be of 
uniform thickness see Figure 9. Or the top 
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- 10 
of the tiles could be provided with a slot 
or hole or holes in which the bent over end 
of the tie would engage after passing 
through the hole or slot in the rib see Fig 
re8. . 
In practice the wall is formed as a skele 

ton framework, say three or four tiles high, 
and then filled in with concrete, and after 
that has set a further 
is erected above it. 

section of framework 
In Figure 3 the ties f are provided at 

their front ends with vertical parts or men 
bers, the lower ends of which are bent in 
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wards as at f° to act as reinforcements when 
The up 

- - - ion presses against the back 
of the top tile when the lower vertical por 
tion is threaded through the hole or slot 
in the ribb, and presses against the top of 
the lower tile, while its end is bent or curved 
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inwardly as at f so as to extend into the 
concrete and thus act as a metal reinforce 
ment. 

in Figures 4, 5 and 6, a modified arrange 
ment, is shown wherein steel strips f* are 
employed, bent up similarly to the ties f" 
in Figure 3 and passing through slots g in 
the ribs b. in this case the ties f' are sepa 
rate from the strips, their ends being bent 
at a right, angle and one end inserted in the 
breeze or clinker slabs e while their other 
ends f' are hooked behind the strips f just 
above the ribs b. Concrete filling his in 
serted between the vertical tile structure (i. 
and the vertical slab structure e. 
* In the modification illustrated in Figure 
7, the tiles a are provided with recesses a? in 
their edges to receive connecting strips be 
tween adjacent tiles or cross ties f" the for 
ward ends of which are split longitudinally 
and bent at right angles in opposite diec 
tions so that One bent portion will engage 
in the recess of a tile, and the upWardly bent, 
portion will engage in the recess in the lower 
edge of the tile above. Obviously these ties 
could also be inserted in the lateral recesses 
in the tiles. 

y invention is capable of being modi 
fied in various ways as regards the shape and 
ai'i'angement of the tie members whereby 
a Sufficiently rigid skeleton structure may be 
elected without shuttering prior to the pour 
ing or filling in of the concrete. 
What claim and desire to protect by Let 

te's Patent is:- 
1. A building construction comprising a 

rear wall, a front wall spaced from the rear 

wall and composed of tiles held one upon 
another said tiles having slotted lugs extend 
ing rearwardly, tie means connecting the 
two walls and including means extending 
through the slotted lugs and engaging the 
inner faces of adjacent tiles, and a filling of 
concrete between the front Wall and the rear 
wall. 

2. A building structure comprising a rear 
wall of slabs and a front Wall of super 
posed and juxtaposed tiles, metal cross ties 
having their front and rear ends respectively 
Secured to the tiles and to the rear Wall, bent 
metal strips passing through slots in ribs 
on the back of the tiles to lock tWO Super 
posed tiles together and a filling of concrete 
substantially as described. 

3. A building structure comprising a rear 
Wall of slabs and a front Wall of Super 
posed and juxtaposed tiles, metal cross ties 
having their front and rear ends respec 
tively secured to the tiles and to the rear 
Wall, bent metal strips passing through slots 
in ribs on the back of the tiles to lock two 
superposed tiles together said strips being 
bent to extend into the space between the 
tiles and rear Wall to act as reinforcement, 
and a filling of concrete placed between the 
front and rear Walls substantially as de 
scribed. 

in testimony whereof he affixes his sig 
nature in presence of two witnesses. 

ROBERT LEOPOLD BEND ALL. 
Witnesses: 

STANLEY DICHTER, 
LEWIS RILEY. 
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